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n the summer of 1951, Vladimir and Vera Nabokov took one of several journeys to the 

American west, at one point reaching the small former mining town of Telluride, Colorado.  

Here, in June 1951, Nabokov discovered the blue butterfly that would bear his name: the 

first known female of Lycaeides sublivens Nabokov. Perhaps it is this achievement that led him 

to locate Humbert Humbert’s moral epiphany at a location overlooking Telluride, explicitly “on 

a low stone parapet on the precipice side of the highway” near to where Humbert, soon after 

Independence Day, the day of Lolita’s escape, stops his car to rest “after coughing myself inside 

out.”     

Telluride sits in what is called a “box canyon.” It is surrounded on three sides by steep 

mountainsides, and the only entrance (and exit) is along a single road from the West. Above the 

town, along the three walls of mountain that surround the city, there are no paved roads. Thus 

one cannot drive to a location above Telluride to look down upon the town, as Humbert is 

described as doing.    

Nabokov wrote to Edmund Wilson about hiking above Telluride on Tomboy Road for 

about two hours, passing through a geological arch known as Social Tunnel, and standing above 

Telluride where “all you hear are the voices of children playing in the streets — delightful!”  
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Tomboy Road, an unpaved, rocky track that is accessible only by hefty four-wheel drive 

vehicles, connects the town to the site of a former mining village thousands of feet above on the 

north side of the box. It probably does takes about two hours of hiking up this road to reach a 

slim stone arch still known as Social Tunnel, as reported by Nabokov. From the arch, looking 

down on the valley where the town is situated, one is oriented not toward the residential part of 

the town, but rather a large area at the most eastern end of the town (the dead end of the box) 

where the mines many years before had dumped their tailings contaminated by large quantities of 

arsenic used in the extraction of metals. Humbert, ignorant of Telluride’s mining history, reports 

seeing “the rich, ore-like glitter of the city dump.” (In the seventies, this toxic pile was properly 

encased to prevent leaking, and landscaped with grass.)   

However, before reaching Social Tunnel, closer to town, one indeed sees the town below, 

with its “red and gray roofs, and green puffs of trees, and a serpentine stream,” and one can hear 

the children at play and if lucky “the crack of a bat” from the baseball diamond just west of the 

former dump. 

Thus, Nabokov took elements of his hike up Tomboy Road and relocated them faithfully 

to an imaginary spot on an imaginary road. Photos of the actual locations that inspired Nabokov 

follow.   
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Approaching Tomboy Road, which begins on this mountainside, from the Town of 

Telluride.   

 

 
View of Telluride from the mountains opposite Tomboy road, which appears as a thin 

line rising on an angle above the town towards a pink ridge on the mountainside. On the right of 

the town is the dump covered with grass. It looks like a large light brown lake. 
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A similar view showing Tomboy Road more clearly. 

 
Social Tunnel along Tomboy Road. 
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View of the town from Tomboy Road. 

 
Butterflies displayed in the local museum. No Blues. 
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Social Tunnel’s location, and thus the point from which Nabokov reports hearing the 

sound of children at play, is located just south of the pen point where Owl Gulch intersects the 

red road identified as “Imogene Pass Rd/aka Tomboy Rd.”  
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In this shot one can see that the “Tailings” dump is below the location of social tunnel, 

and the Town Park, which has at least one baseball diamond, is to the left. 
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 “Google Maps” satellite photo looking down from Social Tunnel. Tomboy road is 

identified as K68. The upper left half of the photo is the huge tailings dump. A pool and a 

baseball diamond are to the right of the dump. 

A sense of the terrain allows a comparison to Humbert’s description of the site where his 

mother was “felled […] by a thunderbolt” (page 327, Vintage paperback). She had “run panting 

ecstatically” up a ridge above the town of Moulinet. Wikipedia, in an article entitled “Moulinet, 

Alpes-Maritimes,” provides a photo of the view of Moulinet taken from the trail of Saint Michel: 

 

 
 

 

 
 


